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If I were {rraduating today frcqm a University or a
Colle,ge I would, I think, be both berrildered about the present and
anaious .about the future. My heart would be elouded rrith doubts and
questions . IInless, of course, it was so filled with pure joy at the
successful completion of my academic rabrk and the achievement of my
degree that it could find no room for any other emotion . As a matter
of fact, rdien I finished a y own undergraduate course at Oxford
University, when I had filled the lest sheet of the last examination
pad, my feeling of elation at having come through that ordeal alive,
was so great, that I fear I had no thought at all, save that of
celebrâtion. Z?ie dry squeezing process to which I had been subjected,
simply had to be reversed, and that left for the moment no time for
any anxiety or doubts about the future .

The undergraduate or graduate of today is a more serious
person, I think, than he was twenty-five years ago . He certainly
has more about which to be serious . He is also, I think, less easily
fooled, less inclined to accept without query and analysis the casual
platitudes that are so often the lazy substittites for thought ; the
eloquent, but often empty, promises that a new world, a . brave new
world is spread before him ; that all he has to do is to cnnquer i t
and war with becoming modesty and victor's garland ; The undergraduate
of today knows that it is more than a short, sure step from colleRe
commencement to the Cabinet, the S1 .ipreme Court or the Board of
Directors,

The reason for this more realistic attitude is not
hard to .find• The generation who are leaving college in 1948 have
some knowledge of the wastelands of both our pre-war and post-war
world . Hany of them have also had a bitter eaperieace of the bloody
and desperate years between . They are therefore not likely to fall
easy victims to shallow talk about a new derusalem fit for heroes .

This is a sombre and soberinR time in history and the
Younper men and women of today are reacting to it, it seems to me,
courapeously and with Erood sense . Thank God for that . For it is
about our only hope . As I visit colleg es and universities, and I
do whenever I can , for they are a refreshing change from
P9rliamentary corridors and United Nations Committees, I sense a
solid realism among students, an impatience with the eonventional
answer, a desire to f ind out, and a determination to put their
discoveries to a good social use . In short, I sense magnificent
material for education, but I don't alarays sense that education or
educators are living up to the opportunity that thie material affords.

We have Rone far in this western world, in providing
iacilities for the stimulation of curiosity . We have elevated the
achievement of n:echanical skills and the pursuit of scientifie fa0te
into a hip.h position in the educational hierarchy . We have put the
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courses on advertising and business administration on a level with thoge
on philosophy and politics and surrounded their completion vrith more

lucrative prospects . We have spr ead our university net so wide, with
its mesh so small, that any tiny intellectual fish can be caught, can
be processed, tinned, "degreed~ and distributed . iNe have built our

academic palaces, without ensuring that they are likely to produce

members of the royal family of scholars and gentlemen . We have built

our giant football bowls, and then been forced to meet the mortgage by
enrolling nAll Americans^ in courses where a knowledge of reading and
spelling is desirable but not essaitial .

We have broadened the basis of higher education, though

often at the expense of deepening its value. We have made astounding

progress in the natural and physical sciences . Ne have literally

changed the face of the world . Indeed the pace of change in this field

has in the last 50 years been so swift that a Roman senator would have
found himself more at home in a Victorian drawing room, than your great .

grandfather would in Radio City Music Hall today . Above all, we have

released atomic ,energy, . and shrink with f ear from the results of that

-release on a world of social and political anarchy .

Education, however, is far more than intelleetual activity
directed towards scientific investigation and material propress . Or

possibly I should put it this way ; such education, Unless balanced by

proQress in the social sciences and the humanities will succeed in

destroying life itself . That surely is not the objective pe are seek.

ing in our million dollar laboratories . Education has produced in

those laboratories the fact of a split atom, but education has not yet
produced anything but terror at the thouaht of the most likely .

utilization of the power that this has made possible .

It is the other kind of education whiçh men must seek
and secure before these terrors disappear ; the kind described by a

poet, with beauty and truth, as "the creation of f iner human hungers" .

Education that is preparation for lif e, not preparation only for

livelihood . And life, as Justice Holmes once said, is "painting a

picture, not doing a sum" . The education that will give us the stren~rtr

to be daring and the weakness to be humble . Above all, the education
that will produce the type of man who, when he has to call on himself in

an emergency, will always find someone at home; the type of insu who is

unconscious of his own integrity and unaware of his own knowledge .

- We need this kind of education now as never before . We

need a breathing space from the discovery of scientific facts, so that
we can catch up, socially and morally, with the implications of the

faets that rre have discovered . If that is impossible, and I knrnv it

is, because no limit can be put to man's questing mind, we must direct
education more intensively, more eagerly towards social and political
enda We must focus attention less on the physical world about us, to
the improvement of which such amazing contributions have been made,
and more on the ways and means by which man can live in that world

with other men, secure and unafraid . There is nothinp for satisfaction

or for pride in having produced a rrorld where man needs merely to push
buttons to satisfy all his desires, if there is one other button which,
pushed by error or intent, will send this globe spinninp through space,

a lifeless lump of rock. It is difficult to pet much pleasure out of
television, when we see in the screen, darkly, a world vdiich hovers

on the bri.nk of atomic obliteration .

All of this means, if it means anythinv at all, that we
should re-examine and re-define the objectives and methods of education,

in the lipht of scientific propress, on the one hand and social and
international dangers, on the other . I suFRest that any such re-

eaarnination must start from the absolute and imperative necessity of
doinP everythinP we can to make the citizen of today more intellipent e~



informed about his function as a politieal animal than he has ever
been before in history . That is a"tall order» I know but a necessary
one if democracy is to survive and develop . The process sh.ould begin
when we learn our AB . 's and should not end t+then we win our 3 .A. 's.

This may seem pretty plstitudinous stuff . It is. Some
platitudes, however, have become such because they are so fundamentally
true that it is impossible to refrain from repeating them over and over
again . I do not apologize, therefore, for repeating that the kind of
education that is most essential now is education for eitizenship . .All
that this means in reality is the eultivation of a capaeity to think
clearly and honestly on political, social and moral issues . That is
all, :but that is everything . „

There is, of course, much more to a liberal -education,
the values of which I am venturing to emphasise, than training for
citizenship, If I have now singled out this one . part, it is, I suppose ,
due to the fact that my studies in the past have been, and my interests
at present are largely concentrated on povernment and citizenship,
national and international . Not many persons in recent years have had
better opportuniti es than I have had to nct e the lamentable result s
when uneducated, or worse still, evilly educated minds are applied to
contemporary political proble.ms, more particularly in the international
sphere, where there is so much room for pre judice, passion and mis-
understanding . The representative,of a country at an international • .
meeting, reflects the views and opinions of his government . In a free
democracy, if those views are wrong and narrow, they will, in most
cases, reflect the wishes of the free people who put that government .
in power. The fault may be in the fact that those free people have not
been educated, they have merely been taught sums . The individual .
citizen and his government cannot escape from their responsibility to
provide the education which is required to make the good citizen. Nor
can the teacher, the school, the college escape from their responsibility
to use intelligently and unselfishly the educational facilities that
are given• .

- We have the tragic and horrible evidence of Nazi Gerrreny
to prove what evil education can do to a single generation . 1Ve have
evidence before us every day to show the power that communist educationa l
systems can exert over the mind and the soul . :Ve know that education
can bend and warp the mind, espeeially when it adopts, not the simple .
techniques of the little Red School house end the three R's, but when
it batters the brain and heart with every modern mechanical device for
forminp- thought and creating emoti oa ; the radio, the motion picture,
the mass appeal .

In communist states and in particular, Soviet Russia,
education is the agent of the state for purposes, many of which have
little or nothing to do with any good result . In a recent Soviet
article on "Pre-School ?,ducation", written by one L .I. L:ikhailova
it is empbasised that the purposes of the kindergarten is to instill
in the minds of the small children, from three to seven years of a?e,
a love for Soviet Russia, for Comrade Stalin and a pride in the glory
of the Soviet army . That may seem tobe a somewhat ambiti ous if not ,
too alarminP, educational programme for a three year old . It becomes
somethinç much worse when the same children are also taught at an
early ape that foreigners, eacept of course, communist foreigners,
are their enemies, with whom no friendship or mutual understandine is
possible -~ even on the intellectual plane . Zhere is much evidence that
this kind of edueation, which arouses in us feelings of diseouragement
and even despair, can be devilishly effective . The essential prelude
today, to the establishment of a dictatorship, whether of left or
right, is the false education of youth. The essential foundation of
a free democracy must, in its turn, be the good and true education -
of y outh.



If it is so easy to teach a whole generation hatr'ed and

suspicion,' and false pride and pre judice, cannot the same determined
energy and relentless pui•pose be applied, end the same resources provid~
for the construction of a dynamie and dettiocratic citizenship ?

Well, what can be done ab0ut it? How can education be made
to serve more effectively the free democratie state, without weakening

the freedom of the individual to make up his own mind? -,

Ii I knew the answer to this question, I would deserve mücb

more than an honorary degree . I know however, that it cannot be done

by concentrating on huge mass-production educational factories, where
the over-worked, under-paid professor drones his lecture over a loud-

speaker, in a great hail to a thousand students . Nothing eould be much

more remote from intelligent and rewarding education procedure than that, ;

I know also that it cannot be done, ami indeed that it will be prevented~
by stifling free expression of opinion and shackling academic liberty ia
the name of protection against subversive doctrines and for the sake of

increased endowments . I know finally that it rvill never be done if the

teaching profession is not exalted in dignity and reward, well above the
plumber, for whom I have a very high regard, and the hockey player, for

whom I have a very great envy .

One really constructive vray of ensuring that colleges per-
form effectively the vital function of education for citizenship would
be to put in all things the educator ahead of the edifice ; and the

quality of students ahead of their quantitye That is why I would like
to make a plea for the small college, .where education can retain the

appealing advantage of personal contact and the intimate relationship

of master and student . I hope that in this respect kacNaster will stick

to the things that are righteous and leave the cult of size and of

:magnificence to others .

Every student cannot give ail his time to philosophy, pclitics

and economies . Of course not, but every student, before he leaves bis

eollege can and should be given the chance to understand - and the

understanding is terribly difficult today - his relationship to his

community and his state ; and their relationship to the-community of

nations . Every student, whether he is ma jorinF in veterinary scienc e

or Etruacan art can and should be assisted and encouraRed to think

atraig.ht on the social, political and economic issues of the day*
3traight thinking on these is the crying necessity of our time. Crooked

thinking is its greatest danCer. To see through shams and not be :

fooled by words• To shun self-deception, the peeuliar weakness of

the .ligla-Saxon mind . Every student must be Riven an opportunity to
cultivate these essential attributes of the good citizen ,

" Let me tell you how one .lmerican college has met this

challenge squarely, and with great success.

' - Dartmouth Colleae, in New Hampshire, introduced last

October into its curriculum the requirement that every senior, no

eaetter what faculty be mivht be attending, should complete successfully

a course, called "(:reat Issues" .

This course, according to a collePe bulletin expleininp

it, has three aims .

1 . To provide a more purposeful transition from under-

graduate to citizen and from elassroom general education to adult

?ducation .

2 . To develop in all araduates of the college a sense
of comaton public purpose, of heightened individual public-mindedness
and to sharpen a little the individual's ability to relate learning
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_ to the contemporary world and to bring ;his developed power of thought
to bear on the i ssues of that world . .. ., ._, . :

r :; ~. : To experiment with this pedap.,ogica,l technique as one
means ( a .} of promoting that sense of intellectual unity - which general
education seeks and •(b), of stimulating that process of self-learning,
w2hich: comes from out-of-class discussions where: a group, : such. as the. -
entire senior class, considers large, live issues together; =. - . ,

., t, . .- The college bulletin continues : , "The procedures of the
cours~e will be adapted to these ends and in particular to, a high : . : .
leve]. of' adult, public education, : The same will be true -of the content
of the course, whieh covers the entire range of liberal arts sub ject$,
and stresses not the divisional separations but the interreletionship
of the humanities,_sciences and social sciences.
F, '1 . _ . , , . .

Each senior will be required to subscribe to both the
daily and Sunday editions of the New York Times or the Herald Tribune .
Reading assignments will be drawn from signifi cant pie~es in the ,
periodical literature, government publications and other current - ,
publications of general consequence ." . `

~~ .~ . _ _ . , . .
The Great Issues class meets as a~►hole three times a,

week. : The prthcipal presentation of a sub ject is made by a guest
lecturer invited to Hanover each week. His talk is preceded, the day
before, by an introductory "briefing^,:usually by a$elected Dartmouth
Paculty member, on some illustrative aspect of the issue, e .g. its •`
history, its breadth, its place in contemporary politics, its press
treatment, its pressure'Proup interest, and so on . On the morninp
follovrinpç the evening lecture, the Director of the course conducts a F,

large-scale discussion session of the class with the guest lecturer -
and others participating.

, . - . .., , ~
In addition to the assigned readings and the class sessions,

there is what is called a public affairs-laboratory connected with the
course where the seniors are given first-hand experience and individual
instruction i n the analysis and use of such contemporary information
resources as representative newspapers and periodicals, the literatta e
of organized groups and government publications of •arious sorts . In
that laboratory, public affairs projeets are undertaken, in the manner
of an eaperiment in physics or chemistry . _ . - , -

_ . ` , ♦ . .
. ..

. . . • . i
. y - , _

: I had the good fortune this winter to be e guest lecturer
at th3s course and it was a atimulatinp experience . I have seldom<-
received such a cross-ezamination after a statement - even front a .,
Parliamentary Committee . Nor have I ever been more impressed by any
experiment than by the work going on, the projects, in the Public Affairs
laboratory . ,

sub jects :
The course this year was divided into the foilorrin g

What is a Great Issue ?
Lodern han's Political Loyalties.
The Scientifie Revolution ,
The International .~spects of 'dorld Peace .
The Anerican Aspects of World Peace, and, finally,
What values for ~tod ern lean?

No Dartmouth student could graduate until he had success-
fully completed thia course as well as his a9siqned r .ro ject in the
laboratory.

I may be wronp, but I have a faint recollection that the
°n1y aompulsc.ry requirement in my day for every student i n my own



university before -he aould graduate évasa $ni'abilitÿ to savim -the' length op

the tank 4 timesj

l , fo i' -ane, would- like' tb see the Great Issues Course in

every'col3:ege in- Canada ;:°indeed,' with° sui-table changes,~'in every high

schooi: .> Personally i would not ob jeet'to exchanging,- say, Al g ebra for

it, if- no- •room could othervrise be iound, = Hut then, I alwaÿs failed in

Algebra. . . . -~ _ .. .. . , . ::x ~ .& . ..t 1 ).>

`If : I werë organizinp this "Great 'Issues" ' course today in a

Canadiân universit y , - I vrould certainly r►ish to include in it e study :

of the nature and° meani ng of that much abused Word "democracy" ; a word

,xhieh once t:ad a Clear sound and a clean meaning , but which i s now so

often debased ; even-at places like Lake Success, and especiallq in

those countries whose oommunist totalitarian systems are as far nov~
from demoeracy, as the darkness of midnight from the light of noon dey,

- -. • . ._ .' I would' like those i,n our course -to learn what democracp 18~

and is not. It. is not the rule of à mechanical inajority : the `divine

right of 50% plus' 1 . It is not the ri ght of the powerful to trample on
. the rights or the weak . It is nôt liberty Ycathe Capital'ist 'to exploit

or for the labour leader to extort . It is not extremism of the right or

the 3eft.= Nor- is ' it merely anti-communism or anti-fascism . It is the

middle of a road which is leadin ! in the right direction. ' All this has
been said much better than I could say it in 8 magazine of humour and

of Risdom,• the "New Yorker"•, '- Its editor once soliloquised about
democracy ; as follows: _ . . . _

"It is the line that forms on the right . ' It is "hi", as'

against'"heil" . ; It =is. the 'don't' in Don' t Shove. It is the hole_in

the stuffed shirt throuah wilich the sawdust slowly trickles ; it is the

dent in the high hat- . Democracp i s the recurremt suspicion that more

than half of the people are ri ght more than half of the time . It is

4r the feeling oP . privacy in the votinv booths, the feeling of communion
:in the libraries, the feeling of vitality everywhere . "

, . . _ . . . . _ - ., . .: -. , _:'•I; - . ._, .

I would also Want my reat Issues course to inelude a` '
pro ject on the reconciliation o f "Nationalism and Internationalism in
the Democratic State " . ' These are words for which men have lived-
greatly and gloriously died but which now are too often the eheap '

coinage of appeals to every kind of pre judice, - pri de and narroM
emotione - It is now recognised in most peace-lovin g dernocratic states,

that nationalism must be reconciled v►ith some larper association of
free peop l.es, who voluntarily give up certain ri g hts of sovereignty in
order to ensure their security and promote their pro gresse I think
that . .this development is wise and heartening . My feeling that it is '

~-: so is strengthened by the attacks on it made by the cor.,munist -
despotisms. They have become ardent advocates of nationalism and
make stirrinp., i f insincere appeals to the virtues and values of
natioial soverei gnty ; thouph the communist creed p rew out of and
remains based on the non-national idea of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat. Its anthem is the Internationale.

1

This spurious nationalism, supported by international

communism for its own purposes, la reactionary and an obstacle to

propress~ So is•the internationalism of that kind of capitalism -

nox happily uncommon - which exploits subject peoples and is lauded

by those whose belief in it is no deeper than an oil we12 .

- One thinp is clear , however . The doctrine of the
sovereipn omnipotent state, recoonisin ' no other authority and equal -

to any other state, is as dead as the Divine Ri ght of Kinps . . The
fiction that all states are equal is not even observed in theory on
all occasions. INe pay tribute to thia theory at Lake Success in
the Assembly, but when We move across the hall to the Security Council



we abandon it in practice for the veto of the Great Powers. In any
event when you have such a gap in responsibility and power between, say,
Liberia and the United States of America some compromise between practice
and theory in this matter beeomes inevitable . I hope, however, that
yre can find a better one than givin~ five states a veto and lumping all
the others to~ether in an unprivileged groupe Likewise, sovereipnty, in
its unrestricted nineteenth eentury sense, is also becominp a relic of
constitutional theory . It must be clear now to all vrho care to think
about it, that while the enduring values of 'national loyalty and patriot-
ism must be preserved, ne,vertheless in this age of atom bombs and
supersonic speed, certain aspects of national sovereignty have to be abandonei
in the interest of greater international security. . . Somehow the duty and
loyalty we rightly owe to our own state must be reconciled, in our own
interest, with our obligations to other peace loving and democrati c
states with whom our welfare,-indeed our very existence, is bound up .

.. .- . ' ~ ' . . . i

- How can this ûe done? Certainly not by exalting nati'onal-
ism into a narrow and exclusive creed . May I quote the New Yorker -
again, Its editor had a Christmas dream a few years ago . iiere is

"This is the dream we had, asleep in our chair, thinking of
Christmas in lands of the f ir tree and pine, Christmas in lands of th e

how he,wrote it down : : .

• - . , . . . -, . __: _ _ , . .

palm tree > and vine, and of how the one great sky does for all places
and all people,

~1' . . . . - . . .. _. , . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . , . . _ . .

- ' . After the third war was over (this was our curious dream),
there was no more than a handful of people left alive, and the earth -'
was in ruins and the ruins were horrible to behold . The people, the
survivors, decided to meet to talk over their problem and to maké a
lastinR peace, which is the customary thing to make after a long, -
exhausting wars There were eiahty-three countries, ami each country
sent a delegate to the convention . . .~ . Each delegate brought the flag
of his homeland with him - each, that is, except the delegate from
China, mien the others asked him why he had failed to bring a Plag ,
he said that hehad discussed the matter with another Chinese survivor,
an anc lent and v ery wi se man, and t hat b etween th em t hey had c oncl ud ed
that they would not have any cloth flag for China any more .

'rihat kind of flag do you inteni to have?' asked the
delegate from Luxembaurg, .

9he Chinese delegate blinked his eves and produeed a shoe-
box, from whieh ae drsw a living flower vrhich looked very like a n
iris, t

'Miat is that?' they all inquired, pleased with the
sight of so delicate a symbol .

'That' , said the Chinese, ' is a wild flag, Iris tectorucn .
In China we have decided to adopt this flap, since it is a convenient
and universal device and very beautiful and prows everywhere in the
moist places of the earth for all to observe and wonder at . I propose
all countries adopt it, so that it will be impossible for us to
insult each other's flag.' • . . . - _

"'Can it be waved?' asked the American delegate, who wore
a troubled expression and a Taft button .

The Chinese gentleman moved the flag, gently to and fro.
'It can be waved, yea,' ha answered. 'But, it is more interesting in
repose or as the breeze stirs it . '

'I see it is monocotyledonous,' said the Dutch delegate,
• ~o was an amiable man .



- 'I don't see how a strong foreign policy can be built
around a wild flag which is the same for . everybody,'. compldined the
Latvian. - r ; . .

'It can't be,' said the Chinese . - . 'That is one of the ;
i virtues of my little flag. I should remind you that the flag was once
yours, toofr It is the oldest flap in the world, the orirzinal :one,
you might say, 1Ne are now, gentlemen, ;in an original condition again,
Ihere are very f ew of us.' ' _

The German delegate arose stiPfly . 'I would bè s poor : :-

we might conceivably act in a sensible, rather than a popular, manner .'

te each delegate, bowing ceremoniouslye

:- , Next day the convention broke up and the delegatesre-

man indeed,' he said, 'did I not feel that I belonged to the mastEr .
race . : And for that I need a special flag . natQrlich .'. -

'At :the moment,' renlied the China :nan-, -'the master race,
like so many other races, is sufPering f.r-om the handicap of being :

- virtualiy extinct . Ihere are fewer than two hundred people left in the
entire world, and we suffer from a_multiplicity of banners.' , .

_ . . .. .. .- . . , . , _ . . . . , . . . "- . . . . . . . . . . , .- -. . - _. i. . . .

The delegate from Patap'onia spoke up . 'I fear- that the .
wild flag, one for all, will prove an unpopular idea . '

~ . . . . . . _ ~, • . . . ; . . . .
'It will, undoubtedly,' si¢hed the Chinese delegate. .

'Hut now that there are only a couple of hundred peqple on earth,
even the word "unpopular" loses most of its meaning . At this juncture

~ An4 he produced eighty-tRo more shoeboxes, and handed a wild flag

turned to their homes, marveli: g et rfiat they had accomplished in so
short a time.. And that is the end of our dr-eama" , .

Finally, I would wdsh my "Great Issues" students to think
hard and straiRht through the tr,ost dirficult pro ject of all "The
Search for Security", ,

Economic Security . . Is it a gift that the state owes us,
or something we must seek for ourselves? If we rely too much on the
state for this security, may we not lose the freedom without which
our security may easily become that of the jail or the concentration
camp or the regimented robots of the eommunist state . But, if we
cling to our unrestricted freedom, to every last tattered remnant ;
of laissez faire, may not great numbers of our fellow citizena be'
left merely with freedom to remain unemployed, or cold, or hungrY 4

The sanie dilemma ccnfronts us in the search far political
seeurity. Eox can this be attained by peaceful peoples for whom
there is now no refuge in remoteness and no safety in harmlessness ,

. In the past in democratie states we bave aceepted
relative security in return for fundamental liberties end national
sovereiPnty, The eon4eq uenees of eonflict are now, however,' so terribl :
that we insist on corr.plete security against complete destruction . The
danger here is that this yives power and encouragement to those that
insist there ean be no complete security without complete au*.rcri ty,

L9e- must not permit freedon to be used to destroy freedom but neither
must we lose our liberty in the name ' of safety.

, Even if we avoid this trapic dilemma,-ani we must avoid it
the problem, how to achieve national security remains . Hy armaments -
or by disarmament? Certainly the latter - disarmament - is no puarant€
of security in the suspicious, divided world of today. Indeed, it
would probably provoke war by providinv an irresistible temptation to 8-
aggressor . On the other hand, superiority, even overvrhelming superi0



in arms, under national éontrol, never has ensured and never cân ensure
that permanent peace of r+hich men have dreamed and for which they have
died. It may-be'argued that it is only commonsense to be supreme in
arms. -~3ut, as it has b'een. put, "one nation's commonsense is anoth' '
nation's high blood-pressure" . Your security becomes your neighbour's
insecurity which forces him frantically to search for arms to remove
that insecurity. - And the inevitable and fatal race is on.

Superiority in arms can do this, however . If it is
possessed by a group of free, peace-loving states, it can act as an
effective deterrent to war• - something not quite the same as maintaining
peace - and thereby give the statesman and diplomat time to sol,ve the
problems that make armaments seem necessary .

That, I suggest, is the situation today . In the absenc e
of any confidence between the two great groups of powers, the democratic
and the totalitarian ; yrith the United Nations completely powerless to
prevent the aggression of any powerful state, arms are as necessar y
as ever before in peace time in order to prevent any existing threat to
the peace exploding into warw

The potential aggressor must not be given any encourage-
ment to exploit a situation, which may seem to him to ofPer tempting
opportunity for conquest . He must be confronted and contained by
overwhelming force, military, political and moral, Zhereby an

opportunity is given us to create a healthier politi cal atmosphere where
peace will rest on a surer foundation than an atom bomb . ,

The eontainment of a possible aggressor in this way however,
cannot be made effective by national action and with national arm salone

. It can be done only by an association of free states who are
willing to pool their forces and use them only to discharge their
obligations under the United Netions Charter

. Collective action of this
kind can however only be accPDted on the part of nations who have

confidence in each other's good will, who are willing to work to$ether
as a yroup in peace, and in war to fiPht together as agroup agains

tthe aggressor .

That is the only sure foundation for security in the_
circumstances of the present

; the steady, determined and collective
resistance to all acts of aggression anywhere ; honest and complete
recognition of the fact that an unprovoked attack on one is an attack
on a11 . '

I would like my Creat Issues student to be very thoroughly
soaked in that doctrine.

There are other things that I would like to see discussed
in my Great Issues course . In fact the problem would be one of wha t
to exclude, not what to includee But above all, I would hope tha t
(tiy student would as a result of ±his course, leave college in a better
~iosition than he would otherw;se be, tô think clearly and to think
dfspassionately about the political and economic issues of the day,
end thus be better eb1e to take his place in an alert and vigilant
democracy.

!3elieve me, this is no easy poal to achieve in the
edùcational field . Justice Oliver Yendell Holmes once said to some
Praduatinp students "i say to you in all sadness of conviction that
to think preat thouphts you must be heroes as well as idealists" .
The student and the citizen of today must learn that kind of heroism ;
end in the learning he will require the highest qualities of hear t
and mind, This will be difficult but this is not enouph, for education
must express itself in action as well as in thoucht if, to us e
Justice Holmes' words again "dreams are to be more than dreaminp,,
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ideals more than visions, or knowledge more than mere avrareneasx ,

I hope that in the difficult ând dengerous years ahead,'
à~ackastef~ will not forget, as I know she will not, that her greatest
contribution to Canadà will be to turn out ~nen •and women who vrill
think great thoughts, think them clearly, and act in the spiri t
of those thoughts to taake their own comrmunities, their. own country
and their own world a better place in which .to live.

r


